Orientation angle and the adhesion of single gecko setae
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We investigated the effects of orientation angle on the adhesion of single gecko setae using dual-axis microelectromechanical systems force sensors to simultaneously detect normal and shear force components. Adhesion was highly sensitive to the pitch angle between the substrate and the seta’s stalk. Maximum lateral adhesive force was observed with the stalk parallel to the substrate, and adhesion decreased smoothly with increasing pitch. The roll orientation angle only needed to be roughly correct with the spatular tuft of the seta oriented grossly towards the substrate for high adhesion. Also, detailed measurements were made to control for the effect of normal preload forces. Higher normal preload forces caused modest enhancement of the observed lateral adhesive force, provided that adequate contact was made between the seta and the substrate. These results should be useful in the design and manufacture of gecko-inspired synthetic adhesives with anisotropic properties, an area of substantial recent research efforts.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geckos possess marvellous abilities of adhesion that enable them to run upside down, to manoeuvre on a wide variety of substrates and to arrest their falls. These skills are made possible by a complex and hierarchical adhesion system featuring fine keratin hairs, called setae, that densely cover the gecko’s foot pads. Setae branch at their distal end into hundreds of even finer fibres that each terminate in a flattened structure called a ‘spatula’. These spatulae make intimate contact with the substrate [1,2]. By the shear number of contact points achieved through this hierarchical structure, attractive intermolecular forces at each contact point contribute to macroscopic adhesion forces between setae and a wide variety of substrates [3,4]. For example, geckos can run vertically at over 1 m s$^{-1}$ and can carry over twice their body weight up smooth, vertical surfaces [5,6].

Critical to the utility of this adhesive system to the gecko is that adhesion is controllably reversible. For locomotion, an animal must be able to both stick and unstick its feet quickly. Towards this end, the adhesion of gecko setae is highly anisotropic. Setae are non-adhesive in their default state [7]. Autumn et al. [4] found that sticking requires a loading force perpendicular to the contact surface (‘normal preload’) and a short drag parallel to the contact surface (‘lateral pull’).

These actions mechanically prime the seta to stick, presumably by increasing the contact area of each spatula with the substrate or by increasing the number of spatulae in contact with the substrate. Spatulae are naturally curved such that their edges first contact a substrate, and the mechanical priming enables the paddle areas of the spatulae to make contact and thereby increase the adhesive force. The seta must be properly oriented towards the substrate for the mechanical prime to work. The spatular tuft at the end of the seta should be grossly oriented towards the surface for proper adhesion [4].

The pitch angle between a seta’s stalk and the substrate also affects adhesion (see figure 1 for a diagram of pitch angle). Tests investigating the pitch angle at detachment found a dramatic cut-off angle, above which the seta detaches with minimal pull-off force [4]. During each step, the gecko’s toes curl away from the substrate and peel off the adhesive pads on each toe. The quick, angle-dependent release mechanism enables detachment with little pull-off force. If large pull-off forces were required to remove the adhesive from a substrate, it would destabilize the animal [8], and such destabilizing forces are not observed [6].

In this work, we conduct a detailed examination on the effect of the roll and pitch orientation angles on setae adhesion. The roll angle determines what portion of the spatular tuft, if any, is oriented towards a substrate during interaction. The pitch angle between the stalk and the substrate is known to control the release of setae, but more detailed studies varying...
pitch angle have not been performed. A thorough understanding of the role of orientation angle on the adhesion of natural setae will help facilitate the manufacture of gecko-inspired synthetic adhesives with anisotropic properties. Such an adhesive might allow robots or even humans to more easily climb walls or move along the ceiling, aid in medical devices or wound healing, or even humans to more easily climb walls or move along the ceiling, aid in medical devices or wound healing, or even humans to more easily climb walls or move along the ceiling, aid in medical devices or wound healing, or even humans to more easily climb walls or move along the ceiling, aid in medical devices or wound healing, or even humans to more easily climb walls or move along the ceiling, aid in medical devices or wound healing, or even humans to more easily climb walls or move along the ceiling, aid in medical devices or wound healing, or move under the ceiling, aid in medical devices or wound healing, or improve more mundane products such as the moveable sticky note and adhesives for wall hangings [9–11]. Additionally, the experimental data in this paper will provide additional information to constrain and improve theoretical models of gecko setae.

Ideally, investigations of the adhesive properties of geckos should simultaneously measure both the ‘normal’ adhesive force perpendicular to a substrate and the ‘lateral’ adhesive force parallel to a substrate. Gecko setae are typically loaded shear to a surface, and the ‘lateral’ adhesive force parallel to a substrate. ‘normal’ adhesive force perpendicular to a substrate. Geckos should simultaneously measure both the theoretical models of gecko setae. Additionally, the experimental data in this paper will provide additional information to constrain and improve theoretical models of gecko setae.

Figure 1. Experimental set-up for lateral-pull adhesive force measurements. A single seta was attached to a sharpened pin with glue. The pin was mounted on a goniometer and rotation stage (both not shown), and these were used to adjust the pitch and roll angles, respectively, of the seta relative to the cantilever. The force-sensing cantilever was mounted on a computer-controlled piezoelectric stage and moved in a box path to interact with the seta. First, the stage moved laterally under the seta and then vertically up into contact to apply normal preload force to the seta. The stage pulled laterally away from the seta in the third leg before returning to its starting position. Both lateral and normal interaction forces between the seta and the cantilever were recorded by computer using a signal-conditioning circuit to read out the cantilever’s piezoresistive sensors.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The interaction forces generated between the seta and the substrate were measured in ‘lateral-pull’ experiments, as shown in figure 1. Setae were harvested from a *Gekko gecko* animal within 24–48 h of mounting. A small lamellar sample was obtained from the animal’s toe pads using tweezers. From this sample, a single seta was isolated from the other setae under a dissecting microscope using sharpened pins as dissecting tools. A fine steel pin (Stahlstecknadeln Superfein, Iris, Switzerland) was sharpened using a grinding tool. The pin’s tip was dipped in premixed, partially cured 5 min Epoxy (Devcon, Danvers, MA) or Gapper gap-filling adhesive (Partsmaster, Dallas, TX). The base of the seta was attached to the pin tip with the setal stalk parallel to the long axis of the pin. The glue was allowed to cure prior to experimentation. The pitch and roll angles of the seta relative to the cantilever’s interaction surface were adjusted using a goniometer and rotation stage, to which the pin was affixed.

The sensors used were silicon cantilevers with embedded piezoresistive elements that separately detected forces applied perpendicular to and parallel to the surface at the cantilever tip. Figure 2 shows an image of the sensor. The unique geometry of the cantilever concentrates its mechanical compliance into physically distinct regions. The flat (1 μm in height), triangle-shaped front half of the sensor bends in response to normal forces applied at the tip, but resists bending in response to forces applied laterally. Four
long (80–200 µm), skinny (0.5–1.5 µm) and tall (10 µm) ribs connect the front half of the cantilever to the base. These ribs are stiff to normal forces but bend in response to lateral forces applied at the tip. Piezoresistive sensors are located in regions of the cantilever that experienced high stress in response to a specific force component. Thus, the embedded piezoresistors transduce forces applied at the tip of the cantilever.

The cantilever was mounted on a computer-controlled piezoelectric stage and moved in a box path to interact with the seta. A Wheatstone bridge signal-conditioning circuit converted the piezoresistance changes to voltage output, which was also recorded by computer. Lateral-pull experiments began with the cantilever moving from its starting position to directly under the seta, and then up into contact with the seta. After making contact, the cantilever continued moving upwards, thereby applying a ‘normal preload’ to the seta. The magnitude of this preload depended upon the relative starting positions of the cantilever and seta and the computer-programmed length of the vertical sides of the box path. Next, the cantilever moved laterally away from the seta. During lateral pulls with strong adhesion between the seta and the cantilever, the ribs would bend noticeably and the cantilever would deflect. The cantilever would reach a peak deflection and, as the stage continued to move away, slipping would occur between the seta and the cantilever tip. Eventually, the seta would fall off the edge of the cantilever and the stage would continue unperturbed with the lateral motion. Finally, the cantilever would return to its starting position and complete the box path.

The sensors were carefully calibrated to determine both their displacement sensitivities and stiffnesses for normal and lateral force sensing. Displacement sensitivity was determined by applying a known displacement to the cantilever tip and measuring the resulting change in voltage output from the signal-conditioning circuit. Stiffnesses were determined using two methods described by Hill [18]. First, resonant frequency measurements were used to correct for the expected variation of critical dimensions in the device geometry. Detailed finite-element models made with the improved dimensions were then used to predict the stiffnesses of each cantilever. Second, cantilever stiffnesses were measured directly with reference cantilevers to confirm the first approach.

Time traces of the force readings during an example lateral-pull experiment are shown in figure 3. For the first 5 s, the force readings are flat prior to contact. The stage begins to move vertically at 2 s on the x-axis, and continues this vertical motion until 7 s. At 5 s on the scale, the cantilever contacts the seta and experiences interaction forces, as the seta pushes back on the cantilever. The seta is curved at its branched end and thus pushes on the cantilever both vertically and horizontally, even though the stage motion is exclusively vertical at this point. At 7 s, the stage ceases vertical motion and begins pulling laterally away from the seta. The slope of both the lateral and normal force readings changes sign at this point. The seta grips the cantilever and pulls on it rather than pushing.

![Figure 3. Lateral (grey line) and normal force (black line) readings during a lateral-pull measurement of seta adhesion.](http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/)

Between 7 and 10 s, the lateral force rises linearly and there is no slipping observed between the cantilever and the seta. The normal force reading also changes sign during the lateral pull, settling just above zero as the seta is stretched out into a more horizontal and less curved shape and is pulling rather than pushing on the cantilever. Beginning at 10 s, the seta exhibits stick–slip motion until falling off the edge at approximately 15 s. The cantilever might actually oscillate during the slip–stick events, but the data acquisition sampling rate was too slow to follow resonant oscillation of the cantilever. Most data were taken at 1 kHz, though some were taken at slower rates between 20 and 50 Hz, and the sensors have resonant frequencies well above 5 kHz. After the seta drops off the cantilever in the lateral-pull experiment, both force readings return to baseline values and the cantilever returns to its starting position.

For a given lateral-pull measurement, the peak value of the lateral force sensor was recorded to determine the maximum observed lateral force generated during the measurement. Also, the most negative value for the normal sensor was used to indicate the normal preload force applied and the normal force readings were fitted to determine the contact point between the seta and the cantilever. Adjustments were made to compensate for background readings from both sensors using data taken when the cantilever was far from the seta in the box path. These background readings were non-zero primarily because of drift in the piezoresistive sensors. In each signal-conditioning...
lateral force, in some instances, the seta would just
contact the substrate and ultimately stick, while in
other runs it would miss entirely. To minimize the ambi-
guity of these experiments with low preload, data points
taken near zero preload were excluded and a line was
fitted to the data points with higher normal preload.
The lateral adhesive force on the fit line at the specified
normal preload was then attributed to the particular
orientation of the seta. In this example, the specified pre-
load was approximately 8 μN (or 10 μm displacement for
this cantilever tip) and the lateral force attributed to this
orientation was approximately 8.5 μN.

Previous work investigated the effect of normal pre-
load on the normal force required to detach a seta [19]
and found that the normal force required for detach-
ment of a seta increased with the normal preload
applied up to a point. Liang [19] found that a maximal
normal detachment force could also be achieved with
a short lateral pull instead of normal preload. In other
words, high levels of normal adhesive force could be
achieved either by using moderate normal preload
forces or by performing a short lateral drag of the
seta. In contrast, the measurements in this work show
that normal preload does have an effect on the lateral
adhesive force measured and that this effect is not
removed or replicated by lateral motion or pulling.
While it is possible that the effect of normal preload
on lateral adhesion would level off at higher preloads,
these sensors were too fragile and compliant for safe
investigation of larger preload forces. Stiffer cantilevers
might be used in future experiments to investigate the
influence of larger normal preload forces on lateral
adhesive force of gecko setae.

4. EFFECTS OF ROLL ANGLE

The effect of the roll orientation angle on the lateral
adhesive force of a gecko seta was examined. To
change the roll angle of the seta (figure 1), the pin on
which the seta was mounted was rotated about its
long axis using a rotation stage. The results of an initial
study of roll angle are shown in figure 5. Lateral
adhesive force is on the y-axis while roll angle is on

3. NORMAL PRELOAD EXPERIMENTS

We investigated the effect of normal preload on lateral
adhesive force measurements by methodically varying
the normal preload applied in lateral-pull experiments.
Figure 4 shows data from an example measurement
with normal preload force on the x-axis and the
measured lateral adhesive force on the y-axis. Normal
preload increases the observed lateral adhesion above
the adhesion measured with no preload, which is the
y-intercept value on the graph. For this orientation of
seta and cantilever, the amount of normal preload has
a modest influence on the lateral force measured. For
other orientations with less lateral adhesion force, the
normal preload had a larger influence relative to the
lateral force measured with no preload.

In later experiments, the normal preload was stan-
dardized for a particular orientation angle of the seta.
The lateral force measurements recorded at exactly
zero normal preload varied widely as it was difficult
to apply no preload and yet still have contact between
the seta and the substrate. When aiming for zero pre-
load force, in some instances, the seta would just

Figure 4 shows data from an example measurement
with normal preload force on the x-axis and the
measured lateral adhesive force on the y-axis. Normal
preload increases the observed lateral adhesion above
the adhesion measured with no preload, which is the
y-intercept value on the graph. For this orientation of
seta and cantilever, the amount of normal preload has
a modest influence on the lateral force measured. For
other orientations with less lateral adhesion force, the
normal preload had a larger influence relative to the
lateral force measured with no preload.

In later experiments, the normal preload was stan-
dardized for a particular orientation angle of the seta.
The lateral force measurements recorded at exactly
zero normal preload varied widely as it was difficult
to apply no preload and yet still have contact between
the seta and the substrate. When aiming for zero pre-
load force, in some instances, the seta would just

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>normal preload force (μN)</th>
<th>lateral adhesion force (arb. units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Lateral adhesion versus roll angle for a single seta. Both data points (circles) as well as Gaussian fit (dashed line) are shown. The FWHM range of the fit is 112°.

![Figure 4](http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/)
the $z$-axis. The $y$-axis of this graph is in arbitrary units, as the cantilever used was broken prior to calibration. However, only one cantilever was used for acquiring data for this seta, so the values may be safely compared with one another and the shape of the graph remains accurate.

Normal preload was approximately held constant but not methodically varied for each orientation angle in this dataset. The distribution of data points is roughly a Gaussian shape with a slightly flattened top. When fitted with a Gaussian, the full-width, half-maximum (FWHM) angle range is 112°. Near-maximum adhesion is found over a narrower subjective range between −43° and +43°. Between roll angles −85° and +85°, lateral adhesion is enhanced from the baseline value observed when the spatular tuft at the end of the seta is grossly misoriented away from the substrate.

Visual observations of the seta–substrate interactions during experiments revealed why imperfectly aligned setae exhibited near-maximum adhesion values. For a seta at an initial roll angle of 30° from optimum, a minority of its outer spatulae would initially make contact with the substrate. During the lateral pull, these would catch hold, and torque the seta such that it would rotate the tuft into ideal position. With most spatulae then properly oriented for contact with the substrate, the observed adhesion was near maximum. For initial roll angles farther from optimum, the few spatulae initially in contact did not provide enough torque to fully rotate the tuft into ideal position. However, if these available setae caught hold, lateral adhesion was still enhanced above frictional values. Outside of the −85° and +85° roll angle range of enhanced adhesion for this seta, either no spatula made contact with the substrate or those that did never oriented with their flat portion parallel to the substrate and caught hold. Alternatively, the spatular tuft of this seta can be thought of as splaying out over a 170° range, with optimum adhesion possible over the central 85°.

Subsequent measurements of the same seta in the weeks following initial measurement showed curves with similar shape. While the maximum force on a given day was roughly consistent across the ideal angle range, there was substantial variation on different days in the average maximum value for the same seta stored in a standard laboratory environment. The FWHM angle range varied from 97° to 105°, reduced from the first measurement. Humidity has been reported to affect the force required to pull a seta off a substrate [20] and might also affect the rotational stiffness and other mechanical properties of the keratin seta.

A more detailed study of the effect of roll angle on lateral adhesion was undertaken on a second seta using a well-calibrated sensor and multiple measurements at various normal preloads. Figure 6 shows the combined effects of roll angle and normal preload for this seta. This seta has a narrower tolerance to roll angle variations than the prior seta, with a FWHM range of 67°. As discussed earlier, higher levels of normal preload modestly increase the observed lateral adhesive force. This enhancement can be more significant as a percentage change from the low-preload value when the seta is poorly oriented and overall adhesion forces are low. However, the effect of roll angle on lateral adhesive force appears qualitatively similar for different values of the normal preload.

5. EFFECTS OF PITCH ANGLE

The effect of the pitch orientation angle on lateral adhesive force was investigated. The pitch angle between the stalk of a seta (figure 1) and the substrate was changed by adjusting using the goniometer on which the seta, mount pin and rotation stage were all mounted. Figure 7 shows the lateral adhesive force versus pitch angle for a single seta. Values shown...
correspond to a constant normal preload and were extracted from multiple measurements taken at each orientation with various preloads. The maximum lateral adhesion of 14 μN occurs at a pitch angle of 0°, meaning that the stalk of the seta is parallel to the substrate. With increasing pitch angle, the lateral adhesive force drops smoothly. At 25°, the adhesion was reduced to near the background frictional values.

The interplay between pitch and roll angle effects on lateral adhesion force is displayed in figure 8. As pitch increases, the lateral adhesive force decreases at all roll angles. The shape of the roll angle dependence is mostly preserved at different pitches, though the roll angle for peak adhesion shifts somewhat with increasing pitch.

These results on the effect of pitch angle on lateral adhesion are consistent with prior work on pitch angle but provide more detail and use a slightly different experimental method. Previous researchers on both single setae and whole geckos adjusted the pitch angle after attachment and found that, at a critical angle, the gecko adhesive detaches. This critical release angle was found to vary by species [21]. Single seta experiments made with a wire gauge report a consistent detachment angle of 30° for Gekko gecko setae independent of normal force. Experiments measuring whole Gekko gecko animals suspended by the attachment of a rear toe to a glass slide mounted on a rotation stage found that the animal would fall when the slide was adjusted to an angle of 25° from vertical [22]. In contrast to those experiments that adjust the pitch angle after attachment, the experiments in this paper present the seta to the surface at a specific angle and measure the resulting interaction force. As well, they provide more detail about the effect of pitch on lateral adhesion of setae by showing the decline in adhesive force with increasing pitch, rather than just revealing an angle of detachment. Also, these experiments show that, for maximum adhesion, the seta should be as close to parallel with the surface as possible.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we described the interplay of pitch and roll orientation angle on single gecko setae adhesion using a well-calibrated dual-axis microscale force sensor. We found that the maximum lateral adhesion observed is highly sensitive to pitch angle, with a maximum setae adhesion found with the seta’s stalk parallel to the substrate. There is a smooth fall-off of adhesion strength as a function of pitch angle until the seta nears its detachment angle. In contrast, setae adhesion is tolerant of moderate roll angle until the seta nears its detachment angle. As expected, the interaction between pitch and roll shows dramatic changes in lateral adhesion force. To achieve optimal adhesion of an individual seta, careful control of the seta pitch and only rough control of the seta roll angle are necessary.

Together, these data show that the attachment of gecko setae is robust with respect to roll angle but highly sensitive to pitch angle. Rather than by pulling, gecko setae are released by an angle adjustment. Recent theoretical work has explored the strong pitch angle dependence of gecko adhesion and postulates that pretension of the spatulae plays a critical role [23]. Pitch angle dependence in particular is extremely important for providing a detachment mechanism with minimal pull-off force. This characteristic is critical to locomotion but might also be useful in other applications to prevent substrate damage or allow easy removal of adhesives, particularly against forces acting predominantly in one direction, such as gravity.

The robustness of adhesion at various roll angles may be beneficial in adhering to rough surfaces [24,25], and may also improve adhesion tolerance to moderate misalignment. This tolerance is particularly useful to the gecko given that both its feet and the majority of substrates in its natural environment are not planar. There has been considerable work modelling the adhesive properties of gecko setae [14,23,26–30]. However, thus far, the tolerance to roll angle variations in gecko adhesion seems to be a useful feature that has not been fully addressed in theoretical models of the setae. We note in this work that the range of roll angle tolerance in adhesion roughly correlates with the spread angle of the spatular tuft at the end of each seta. However, visual observations of setae during lateral-pull experiments also revealed that some roll angle tolerance is achieved by rotation to a more optimal angle during the attachment process. The data in this paper provide additional information and detail on the adhesive properties of natural setae to aid in the creation of more accurate and representative theoretical models of gecko setae.
The maximum adhesive force observed in these studies is 14 µN. This result is significantly less than the adhesive force reported by previous research using earlier versions of the dual-axis MEMS force sensor [4]. Autumn et al. [4] reported a lateral adhesion force of over 100 µN for a single Gekko gecko seta, and they calibrated the stiffness of their sensor using a commercial force calibration cantilever as a reference spring. However, the calibration of microscale cantilevers is a notorious problem, and recent work has found that the nominal values of commercial cantilevers may be off by over 100 per cent [31]. It is also possible that there is significant natural variation in setae and that both measurements are accurate. However, the force-sensing cantilevers used in the present work were subject to a more extensive calibration methodology involving both resonant frequency-corrected finite-element modelling and the use of reference cantilevers [18]. The adhesion forces presented in this work are more consistent with the adhesive forces measured subsequently by a different method in Peattie [21], which found an average lateral adhesive force of 20 ± 16 µN for Gekko gecko setae. They are also consistent with a recent theoretical model of the gecko adhesive [28].

A wealth of recent research has been devoted to synthetically mimicking the gecko adhesive [32–43]. However, many early synthetics did not display or address anisotropic adhesion and angle-dependent release mechanisms, which are critical for controllable attachment and release during locomotion. More recent work on synthetic gecko-inspired adhesives and their mechanics has begun to investigate and demonstrate anisotropic properties [44–51], though no synthetic has yet captured the full attributes of the original. The results presented here on the effect of orientation angle on single hair adhesion for natural setae may inform further work on synthetic adhesives inspired by the gecko. Especially for synthetic adhesives designed for climbing robots, or for reusable adhesives, controllable attachment and release are paramount. If excessive force is required to remove an adhesive, a climber would be thrown off balance, a moveable note might be destroyed or a wound might be reopened. Harnessing the release mechanism exploited by geckos would be a tremendous advancement for synthetic dry adhesives.
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